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About This Game
"Asmodee has a pretty excellent record of bringing well-regarded modern boardgames to mobile. Onirim is no exception,
providing a twist on the solitaire card game that's just perfect on your phone.” - Pocket Gamer
A Golden Geek Best Solo Board Game Nominee, Onirim is a card game where you play as a Dreamwalker, lost in a mysterious
labyrinth, and you must discover the oneiric doors before your dreamtime runs out - or you will remain trapped forever!
Onirim is a solitaire card game. You must work against the game to gather the eight oneiric doors before the deck runs out. You
can obtain door cards either by playing cards of the same color three turns in a row or by discarding one of your powerful key
cards when a door appears from the deck. In both cases, you will have to decide the best use of each card in your hand and
carefully play around the Nightmares. Those cards are hidden in the deck and will trigger painful dilemmas when drawn.
In addition to the exciting solo mode, players will enjoy the intuitive user interface, automated deck management, and stats to
track their progress and successes against the game!
Onirim includes:
• Shadi Torbey's base Onirim game in solitaire mode
• 2 expansions: The Glyphs (free) & Crossroads and Dead Ends ($0.99)
• Original artwork from the base game by Philippe Guerin and Elise Plessis, enhanced by animations
• Solo play
• Detailed, interactive, turn-by-turn, in-game tutorial
• Scoring sytem with global leaderboard
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• Offline stats record so you can track your progress
• Languages available: English, French, German, Italian, Spanish
***One of my favorite solitaire games! - Zee Garcia, The Dice Tower
Find all the latest news for Onirim on Facebook, Instgram, Twitter and Youtube!
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Title: Onirim - Solitaire Card Game
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Strategy
Developer:
Asmodee Digital, Playsoft, Z-Man Games
Publisher:
Asmodee Digital
Release Date: 26 Jul, 2017
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Pretty hard runner, like it. Best Porsche pack from all of them, no doubt.. I'm in love it!. Espionage feels like couple of Tropico
tiny DLCs packaged into one mini campaign. Some new buildings, some new avatar items, some new music and some new isles.
Missions are rather challenging, taking long time to complete and with some worse cliches from earlier DLCs, like clicking at
lot of people in almanac or building lots of certain buildings. Player can develop only one island at time unlike in the original
campaign. Espionage mechanism is integrated to the existing game nicely, but doesn't feel like terrific addition. Most of the spy
buildings can be used in sandbox games, too.
Overally - not a bad expansion, but I expect better in future.
Edit 8.6.: The sountrack is awesome!. Really great and nice experience. Seems like a real museum. Visuals are clean and
ambiant sounds well chosen. More exhibits would be fine. One point: maybe too much brightness which is inconvenient when
looking at Mona Lisa and other canvas.. Controls are utterly awful. I really like the game idea and design except for the controls.
Ugh... That was enough to make me refund. Please make the controls not so clunky and make the guy walk faster than half a
mile per hour. I know you can run but it feels like I'm walking a dead dog.. meow ! (PEGI 3)
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Edit: After a few more hours I have to say this game is really good. I have killed my first boss and I think I am level four now, I
have a ton of weapons and armors. I figured out that you can warp around. I figured out you can throw weapons. I am really on a
roll.
There are a few bugs and I had to quit and reload the game a couple of times.
I am getting used to the controls still but as you figure out more and more things you can and more and more weapons and
abilities the controls require even more testing and getting used to.
I am definitely recommending this game to my friends and if you like Souls and you like retro-style games this game is
awesome.

Original Review:
Just like in Dark Souls you will be saying "I swear I hit the roll button!" Controls are a little Janky but I am getting them.
I tried to throw a boulder a giant's head, it seemed like the game wanted me to, but it would't let me... hmm.
I have encountered 2 bosses that I can't beat, but I'm getting close. Have my sword upgraded and found some sweet blood
armor, but only wearing the helmet ATM cause I need fast roll for this current boss.
Game is pretty good so far! I streamed it for about an hour you can probably check out noshots00 on twitch on the recent
streams. I'm super tired so I'm going to bed but I'll probably play some more tomorrow morning and edit\/revise this review
when I do.. This game pisses me off. Will play again.. 10/10 difficulty scaling. Not very long but it'll stump you at the later
levels. Those secret green keys give some extra challenge for the 100% too. Keep up the good work. Fantastic two-player coop.
My wife and I bought this on a whim and we had tons of fun.
Her playing on the Vive, me playing on the mouse and keyboard.
Even though it's Early Access, it's quite polished.
It's fun to discover the game mechanics together and interact together as two robots.
Highly recommended for two player coop.. I'm having a lot of fun with this game! It's fun and it looks great! Would be better
with an ingame tutorial and some tips poping up when you hoover over things ;)
See my gameplay:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6B2Xv88XjXs&t=25s. After 6 hours of playing this game, I can get all the CGs and scenes.
The storyline is straightforward. The gameplay is not complicated. If you have some free time and enjoy playing this type of
game, this game is made for you.
The artwork is so nice, maybe one of the nicest game which is made from RPG maker. Azel and Sary are very cute. Too bad
that the weapon girl has too little actions (to the point that I cannot remember her name...). The character and BG sound is also
nice and really enjoyable.
Overall, I give this game 9/10, not full because I hope that there should be some routes that the player can choose but there
aren't any.
P.S. I REALLY enjoy ANNIVERSARY. ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°). tech i love tecg. The game is dead,
The sensitivity is either too sensitive or not sensitive enough and getting the game to look and run smoothly is a real pain
Save the money, buy something else.. A quirky little adventure game with a lot of charm and some disgusting backgrounds. It's
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short, it's part one of at least two, part two is really rather late (they said 2015 and here we are in 2016), but it's amusing enough
and I can't think of any reason you shouldn't play it.. Big Thinkers: 1st Grade was a follow up to the previous game except with
educational games aim towards a 1st grade level student. The concept and scenario are the same except the mini games are
different. But since the game takes place at the same location it can easily be mistaken for the first game. So in other words
there is nothing new to provide in this installment. All of the other Humongous Games did different scenarios for their sequals
so it makes you wonder why this one didn't do the same. Originally there was meant to be a second grade level sequal, but it was
scrapped when these games proved to be too ambitous for what they're worth. Which is fine cause I didn't expect there to be
anymore than a fourth level game. Overall the game isn't bad to play but I'd rather play the Pajama Sam games instead.
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